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[1] The deep structure of the south‐central Costa Rican subduction zone has not been studied in great detail
so far because large parts of the area are virtually inaccessible. We present a receiver function study along a
transect of broadband seismometers through the northern flank of the Cordillera de Talamanca (south Costa
Rica). Below Moho depths, the receiver functions image a dipping positive conversion signal. This is
interpreted as the subducting Cocos Plate slab, compatible with the conversions in the individual receiver
functions. In finite difference modeling, a dipping signal such as the one imaged can only be reproduced by
a steeply (80°) dipping structure present at least until a depth of about 70–100 km; below this depth, the
length of the slab cannot be determined because of possible scattering effects. The proposed position of the
slab agrees with previous results from local seismicity, local earthquake tomography, and active seismic
studies, while extending the slab location to greater depths and steeper dip angle. Along the trench, no
marked change is observed in the receiver functions, suggesting that the steeply dipping slab continues
until the northern flank of the Cordillera de Talamanca, in the transition region between the incoming
seamount segment and Cocos Ridge. Considering the time predicted for the establishment of shallow angle
underthrusting after the onset of ridge collision, the southern Costa Rican subduction zone may at present be
undergoing a reconfiguration of subduction style, where the transition to shallow underthrusting may be
underway but still incomplete.
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1. Introduction

[2] While the Central American subduction zone
(Figure 1) has been studied in great detail in recent
years, its onshore terminus in south Costa Rica and
Panama has received relatively little attention due
to the fact that large parts of this region are covered
in a dense jungle and are hence hardly accessible.
Together with the scarcity of available data, the
complex tectonic setting of this area complicates
interpretation even further. The eastern end of
the Cocos Plate, bordering the Nazca Plate along
the Panama Fracture Zone (PFZ), is overlain by the
aseismic Cocos Ridge, a buoyant ridge of up to
20 km crustal thickness formed as the trace of the
Galápagos hot spot [Sallarès et al., 2003]. The
collision of the Cocos Ridge with the Middle
American Trench (MAT) has been argued to have
choked subduction, causing recent uplift of the
Cordillera de Talamanca and a pronounced lack of
volcanic activity and deep seismicity in this region
[Collins et al., 1995; de Boer et al., 1995; Kolarsky
et al., 1995; Protti et al., 1995]. Whether or not this
southern segment of the Cocos Plate underplates or
subducts, and if so, at which angle, is still unknown
(compare Figure 2). Equally debated is the pro-
posed presence of a slab window beneath the
Cordillera de Talamanca [Johnston and Thorkelson,
1997; Abratis and Wörner, 2001]. Furthermore, the
Caribbean Plate has been shown to underthrust
beneath the northern boundary of the Panama
Microplate [Camacho et al., 2010] and may form a
backstop against which the Cocos Ridge segment
of the Cocos Plate may collide during subduction/
underplating.

[3] The aim of this work is to shed some light on
the deeper structure in south‐central Costa Rica,
based on a broadband transect through the region
where the continuation of the slab is still unknown
(Figure 2). While more measurements are desir-
able, this study presents one of the first approaches

to image the deep structure under the northern edge
of the Talamanca Range, where coverage of pre-
vious seismicity and tomography studies has been
limited.

[4] We start with an overview of the regional tec-
tonic setting, which will provide the necessary
background for the observations and interpretation.
The main results of this study are based on a
receiver function analysis. They show the existence
of dipping structure below the continental Moho,
which is interpreted as the steeply subducting
Cocos Plate slab. This result is confirmed by forward
modeling. We compare our results with previously
known structural characteristics and discuss the
implications for Cocos Ridge subduction.

2. Tectonic Framework

2.1. Panama Microplate and Subducting
Cocos Plate

[5] The collision of the Middle American land
bridge with south America about 7 Ma ago resulted
in the formation of the Panama Microplate, com-
prising south Costa Rica and Panama [Kellogg and
Vega, 1995]. The tectonic escape created the
characteristic shape of the Panama isthmus and has
been held responsible by some authors for the
uplift and closure of the Central American land
bridge [e.g., Burke, 1988], which others have
attributed to shallow angle underthrusting of the
Cocos Ridge (this mainly depends on when Cocos
Ridge collision is believed to have started).

[6] In addition to the near‐normal subduction of
the Cocos Plate beneath the southern edge of the
Panama Microplate along the Middle America
Trench (MAT) (Figure 1) [Barckhausen et al.,
2001; deMets et al., 1990, 1994], the northern
limit of the Panama Microplate is underthrust by
the Caribbean Plate in the so‐called north Panama
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Deformed Belt (NPDB [Adamek et al., 1988;
Camacho et al., 2010]). The northwest boundary
of the Panama Block is unclear and has been
speculated to run along a fault system in central
Costa Rica (the central Costa Rica Deformed Belt
(CCRDB) [Mann et al., 2007;Marshall et al., 2000;
Montero, 2001]) or else to occur as far north as the
Santa Elena Suture Zone (SESZ) [Dengo, 1985;
Escalante, 1990].

[7] The crust of the Cocos Plate is formed partly at
the east Pacific Rise (EPR) and partly at the Cocos‐
Nazca spreading center (CNS). The boundary

between the crust formed at the EPR and that
formed at the CNS is termed the rough‐smooth
boundary (RSB) and impinges on the MAT off
Nicoya Peninsula in north Costa Rica [Hey, 1977].
As a result of overprinting by the Galápagos hot
spot trace and tectonic segmentation by the
changing configuration of the CNS [Barckhausen
et al., 2001, 2008; Hey, 1977; Meschede et al.,
1998; Meschede and Barckhausen, 2000]), the
Cocos Plate subducting off Costa Rica can been
divided into three morphologically distinct regions
[von Huene et al., 1995, 2000]: (1) a smooth
segment of igneous oceanic crust (20–25 Ma),

Figure 1. Tectonic overview of southern Central America and the eastern Panama Basin. Volcanoes are indicated by
dark triangles. The boundary between crust produced at the east Pacific Rise (EPR) and at the Cocos‐Nazca Spreading
Center (CNS) is shown schematically. Below is the rough‐smooth boundary (RSB), south of which commences the
seamount segment. The Cocos Ridge is bordered by the Panama Fracture Zone and the adjacent Balboa Fracture Zone
(BFZ) and Coiba Fracture Zone (CFZ). Plate boundaries are based on Bird [2003]. The enlarged box shows Costa
Rica, with the main fault zones (schematic): the central Costa Rica Deformed Belt (CCRDB) [Lewis et al., 2008] as a
continuation of the north Panama Deformed Belt (NPDB) and the Santa Elena Suture Zone (SESZ) in prolongation of
the Hess Escarpment (Hess Esc.) [Dengo, 1985; Barckhausen et al., 2001].
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covered by sediments; (2) the seamount domain of
15–20 Ma oceanic crust covered 40% by sea-
mounts; and (3) the Cocos Ridge (<15 Ma) over-
lying young oceanic crust. Both the seamount
domain and Cocos Ridge were created by the
Galápagos hot spot, and both are geochemically
related [Werner et al., 1999; Hoernle et al., 2008;
Kokfelt et al., 2005]. The Cocos ridge trends N45°E,
colliding with the trench offshore the Cordillera de
Talamanca in southern Costa Rica. At its southern
end the Cocos Ridge is cut by the PFZ, south of
which lie two old transform faults, the Balboa
Fracture Zone (BFZ) and the Coiba Fracture Zone
(CFZ) bordering the Coiba Ridge.

2.2. The Central American Volcanic Arc

[8] The Central American Quaternary volcanic
front extends for 1500 km from Guatemala to
Panama, with a pronounced gap of 200 km length
between Irazú‐Turrialba in Costa Rica and Barú in
Panama [Carr, 1984; Carr and Stoiber, 1990;
Feigenson and Carr, 1993; Leeman et al., 1994;
Carr et al., 2007] (also compare Phipps Morgan
et al. [2008] for a recent review).

[9] In the volcanic gap of the Cordillera de Tala-
manca, Plio‐Pleistocene and recent age volcanoes

are absent, but adakites were emplaced between 3.6
and 1.9 Ma [de Boer et al., 1995]. The gap in active
volcanism has mainly been attributed to shallow
underthrusting of the buoyant Cocos Ridge. In this
case, no mantle wedge would be present where
melt could be generated, explaining both the gap
in active volcanism and the shortening and uplift
of the Talamanca region [Collins et al., 1995;
Corrigan et al., 1990; Gardner et al., 1992; Gräfe
et al., 2002; LaFemina et al., 2009;McGeary et al.,
1985; Sitchler et al., 2007]. Even if melts are formed,
de Boer et al. [1995] propose that the magmas
might not be buoyant enough to rise through the
thick and uplifted crust, being emplaced as plutons
rather than erupted at the stratovolcanoes.

[10] While some authors have proposed partial
melting of the warm (young) slab as a source for
the adakites [de Boer et al., 1995], particularly in
the case of shallow angle underthrusting, this has
been debated on the grounds of geothermal and
isotopic data [Johnston and Thorkelson, 1997;
Abratis and Wörner, 2001]. An alternative hypoth-
esis would be heating of the slab edge as a con-
sequence of Pacific mantle upwelling through a
slab window, which may have been formed by the
subduction of a spreading ridge or by slab break‐
off [Abratis, 1998]. The absence of a subducting
slab as a fluid reservoir would also explain the
absence of active subduction zone volcanism.
Recently, Goss and Kay [2006] have presented an
alternative mixing model to create the observed
adakite chemical characteristics, in which the
Cocos Ridge would act to enhance subduction
erosion of the Osa ophiolite and mélange and carry
its geochemical signature into the subduction zone.

[11] Most of the aforementioned studies have relied
on the presumed causal relationship of Cocos
Ridge collision with uplift (also the closure of the
land bridge), the shutdown of volcanism, adakite
emplacement, etc. (for a compilation, see, e.g.,
Kolarsky et al. [1995]). This interpretation depends
on the timing of Cocos Ridge collision with the
trench, which is still debated. Estimates range from
0.5 to 8 Ma [Collins et al., 1995; Gardner et al.,
1992; Gräfe et al., 2002; Lonsdale and Klitgord,
1978; Meschede et al., 1998; Sallarès et al., 2003;
Silver et al., 1990]. MacMillan et al. [2004] use
plate reconstructions to argue that the Cocos Ridge
collision postdates many of the observed geological
changes and cannot therefore be responsible. They
contend that the spatial and temporal distribution
of adakites, changes in sedimentation rates and
basin depth, cessation of volcanism and geologic
unconformities do not correlate with Cocos Ridge

Figure 2. Talamanca Transect stations (red) used for
the receiver function analysis and Quepos network
(yellow, used by Dinc et al. [2010] to obtain local
seismicity). Black triangles denote the principal volca-
noes. Irazu (Ir) and Turrialba (Tu) mark the southern end
of the volcanic chain in Costa Rica. Slab contours from
DeShon et al. [2003] and Protti et al. [1995].
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subduction, but may be linked with Coiba Ridge
subduction and the migration of the triple junction.
The posterior entry of the Cocos Ridge into the
MAT would then have exacerbated these effects.

2.3. Previous Seismic Experiments

[12] The shallow structure of the south Costa Rican
margin was investigated by an onshore‐offshore
active seismic experiment along a transect passing
through Dominical to Limón [Stavenhagen, 1998;
Stavenhagen et al., 1998]. In the upper plate, high
crustal velocities in excess of 6.0 m/s were
observed beneath the sedimentary cover, and the
Moho was tentatively placed at 35 km depth. A
receiver function study of the south‐central Costa
Rican land bridge [Dzierma et al., 2010] could
confirm the depth of the crustal interface and of the
Moho observed by Stavenhagen [1998] close to the
Caribbean coast, but showed considerable Moho
topography under the Cordillera de Talamanca, in
agreement with a thickened crustal root needed to
isostatically compensate the high mountain range.

[13] The Cocos Plate observed in active seismic
data [Stavenhagen, 1998; Stavenhagen et al., 1998]
was found to dip at an angle of 18° at a depth of
15–35 km. The subducting plate has a thick crust
with pronounced magmatic layering in the upper
crust. Above the slab, a thick (>5 km) low‐velocity
zone was observed, probably containing eroded
margin wedge material. The slab dip in the upper
30–40 km depth was confirmed by DeShon et al.
[2003] based on an interplate aftershock sequence
in the Osa Peninsula region.

[14] In contrast to the relatively well‐known crustal
and shallow slab structure, the deeper structure of
the subduction zone in this region has not yet been
imaged with sufficient clarity. A study of the
seismically defined Wadati‐Benioff Zone (WBZ)
in Costa Rica by Protti et al. [1994, 1995] showed
that the maximum earthquake depth decreases from
220 km under Nicaragua to 50 km southeast of
Punta Uvita (under Osa Peninsula). The shallowing
of the observed seismicity was interpreted by Protti
et al. [1994, 1995] as an indication for shallow
angle underthrusting of the Cocos Ridge, consistent
with results by Burbach et al. [1984] and Guendel
[1986]. The decrease in maximum depth of seis-
micity observed by Protti et al. [1994, 1995] was
explained by the younger and warmer incoming
Cocos Plate (since slip may be aseismic [e.g., de
Boer et al., 1988; Kirby et al., 1996]). The abrupt
termination of the WBZ south of Punta Uvita may

indicate the absence of a slab in this region, which
is along the landward projection of the PFZ. On the
basis of the study by Protti et al. [1994, 1995], the
most widely accepted hypothesis presumed by
most authors has been shallow angle underthrusting
or underplating of the Cocos Ridge [e.g., Abratis
and Wörner, 2001; Fisher et al., 2004; Kolarsky
et al., 1995; Peacock et al., 2004; Rüpke et al.,
2002].

[15] Observations of seismicity by Husen et al.
[2003] confirm the subduction geometry of Protti
et al. [1994, 1995], with a decrease in the maxi-
mum depth of seismicity toward south Costa Rica.
A local earthquake tomography study based on this
data could image the subducting Cocos Plate as a
high‐velocity anomaly in central Costa Rica down
to 70 km depth, but failed to image the slab below
30 km depth in south Costa Rica. Here, the sub-
ducting plate appears as a low‐velocity feature
which seems to be colliding with a high‐velocity
backstop, possibly the Caribbean Plate under-
thrusting from the north.

[16] Underneath the northern edge of the Cordillera
de Talamanca, sufficiently far from the slab edge,
Quintero and Kissling [2001] record local seis-
micity dipping down to almost 120 km depth. Their
localization has strong scatter, thereby making it
hard to estimate the subduction angle, which ranges
between 30° and 45° at depths greater than 30 km.
This is in agreement with the profiles found by
Protti et al. [1994, 1995] in the same region. Fur-
ther south, Arroyo [2001] observed local seismicity
below the Osa Peninsula region dipping at an angle
of 60° between 25 and 65 km depth. She inter-
preted this as the subducting Cocos Plate. In
agreement with this, and contrary to previous
studies, a recent seismicity and tomography study
of data from a local amphibious network in central
Costa Rica [Dinc, 2008; Dinc et al., 2010] does not
find a significant shallowing of the subduction dip
of the deeper part of the slab toward south Costa
Rica. The cold and dense Cocos Plate is imaged as
a high‐velocity anomaly down to 70 km coincident
with the WBZ seismicity, and overlain by a low‐
velocity layer.

3. Data Set: Talamanca Transect

[17] This study is based on the data by the Tala-
manca Transect, which was described in detail by
Dzierma et al. [2010]. Sixteen Güralp broadband
3ESPD and 3TD seismometers were installed in
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spring 2005 along a transect through the northern
Cordillera de Talamanca (Table 1 and Figure 2),
close to the seismic profile by Stavenhagen [1998].
All stations operated for two years with a sampling
rate of 100 Hz.

[18] A database of 322 teleseismic events was used
for the receiver function analysis. Most of these
were located either to the northwest (Alaska‐
Aleutian region) or to the southeast (Chilean sub-
duction zone); a few events occurred at other back
azimuths, and the inclusion of PP and PKP phases
could further reduce the azimuthal gap (Figure A1
in section A1).

4. Method

4.1. Receiver Function Technique

[19] The receiver function technique makes use of
the fact that part of the energy of seismic P waves is
converted into S waves at discontinuities along the
ray path. It belongs to the standard seismological
methods for the investigation of crustal and mantle
structure [e.g., Vinnik, 1977; Owens et al., 1984;
Bostock and Rondenay, 1999; Jones and Phinney,
1998; Kind et al., 1995]. The main processing
steps include rotation of the recorded seismogram
components into the ray coordinate system (L, Q, T)
and water level deconvolution with the L trace
containing the P wave signal. The single‐trace
receiver functions are made comparable to each

other by correcting for the effect of ray parameter
on the conversion delay time, referred to as normal
moveout correction (NMO). A detailed outline of
the data analysis is given by Dzierma [2009] and
Dzierma et al. [2010].

4.2. Quality Control, Ray Coverage,
and Resolution

[20] The signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) on the L com-
ponent was calculated and traces with low SNR
(1.4–2) were visually quality checked. Only those
traces were included in the analysis where a good
P onset could be discerned, giving a total of
1777 receiver functions.

[21] The ray coverage can be illustrated by plotting
the piercing points (Figure 3), that is, the locations
where the rays pierce a given depth plane. Due to
the spread‐out of the rays under each station,
the latitudinal coverage increases with depth and
piercing points from different stations overlap.

[22] To retrieve the deep structure (sub‐Moho
depths) of the Costa Rican land bridge, the receiver
functions are filtered with a low pass of corner
frequency 0.2 Hz; this is necessary to suppress
high‐frequency noise. The filtering limits the
vertical resolution (about half an S wavelength
[Bostock, 1999]) to about 25 km in the mantle. The
horizontal resolution (the first Fresnel zone) in the
mantle is about 30 km.

Table 1. Coordinates of the Talamanca Transect Stations Included in the Analysis and Number of Receiver Functions Analyzed
per Station

Station Number Station Name Latitude Longitude Height (m)
Number of

Receiver Functions

crt‐02 Dominical 09°15.972 −83°51.547 0 68
crt‐03 Tres Ríos 09°17.947 −83°48.311 415 23
crt‐04 Alto San Juan 09°20.021 −83°44.131 828 76
crt‐05 Miravalles 09°24.946 −83°40.747 1014 97
crt‐06 San José de Rivas 09°26.687 −83°38.189 1205 48
crt‐07 Los Ángeles 09°27.526 −83°35.095 1479 169
crt‐08 Río Blanco 09°29.912 −83°36.733 1758 48
crt‐11 Pejibaye 09°47.934 −83°41.906 728 113
crt‐13 San Antonio Arriba 09°47.846 −83°33.74 1038 84
crt‐14 Guineal 09°50.282 −83°31.743 955 184
crt‐15 Moravia 09°48.878 −83°27.776 1223 159
crt‐21 Río Orosi 09°46.376 −83°47.378 1572 165
crt‐23 Jaular 09°39.682 −83°52.000 2398 123
crt‐25 Alaska 09°31.279 −83°39.790 1585 170
crt‐26 Cimarrones 10°04.777 −83°25.908 225 11
crt‐27 Tres Equis 09°57.287 −83°33.645 613 113
crt‐31 Guápiles 10°07.100 −83°48.650 700 44
crt‐32 Guayabo Arriba 09°59.156 −83°43.228 1602 52
crt‐33 La Esperanza 10°14.744 −83°56.036 1000 11
crt‐34 Virgen del Socorro 10°16.020 −84°09.930 1642 19
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[23] The stability and accuracy of the observations is
checked by a bootstrap test [Efron and Tibshirani,
1986], in which the analysis is performed for two
independent data subsets (odd‐numbered versus
even‐numbered traces) and the results are compared
to determine which features are stably reproduced
(Appendix A).

4.3. Imaging Method

[24] In the presence of dipping structure or anisot-
ropy, the arrival time and polarity of the receiver
functions depends on the back azimuth, which
means that traces from different back azimuth
cannot be stacked. The results by Dzierma et al.
[2010] have shown that this azimuthal problem
exists for this data set, so stacked traces will not be
considered in the present study. The interpretation
of the individual traces is complicated particularly
in this setting, where dipping structures (the slab)
may be expected and anisotropy has been observed
[Hoernle et al., 2008; Abt et al., 2009].

[25] Prestack migration algorithms exist which can
be applied in the presence of 2‐D and 3‐D structure
if these have been sampled spatially dense enough
in terms of receiver coverage and seismic source
distribution [Bostock et al., 2001; Shragge et al.,
2001; Rondenay et al., 2001; MacKenzie et al.,
2010]. For logistical reasons the Talamanca tran-
sect had to be sampled along a crooked line with
irregular spacing. As station spacing was not suf-
ficiently dense, prestack migration could not be
applied successfully. Instead, we applied the more

robust standard back projection algorithm for
imaging the crustal and upper mantle structure,
which uses ray tracing and a 1‐D approximation of
the seismic velocity model to transfer the receiver
functions from the time to space domain [Dzierma
et al., 2010;Gossler et al., 1999; Jones and Phinney,
1998; Yamauchi et al., 2003; Yuan et al., 2000].
Each ray is traced back into the subsurface, so that
each recorded sample (with its conversion ampli-
tude) can be associated with a location. The sub-
surface volume is gridded, and the amplitude in
each grid cell is determined as the weighted sum of
the amplitudes of the traversing rays. The resulting
volume of conversion amplitudes is projected onto
a profile through the transect and smoothed with a
moving filter of width 20 km (Figure 4).

[26] This imaging technique is generally applied
based on a 1‐D velocity model (although the rays
are traced in a 3‐D volume), which usually gives
reasonable results [e.g., Dzierma et al., 2010;
Gossler et al., 1999; Kosarev et al., 1999; Ramesh
et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2000]. A different choice
in velocity model will only shift the signals by a
few kilometers, usually less than the vertical reso-
lution achieved by the receiver functions. We use
the available 1‐D regional velocity model for Costa
Rica by Quintero and Kissling [2001]. Although
some limitation on the accuracy of the image is
posed by the fact that a 1‐D velocity model
underlies the ray tracing, we interpret the results
by comparison with the modeling study, where
imaging is performed in exactly the same way.

5. Results

5.1. Imaged Profile

[27] The most conspicuous feature observed in the
deep structure (Figure 4) is a strong positive con-
version dipping toward the northeast with a steep
angle of about 65° down to a depth of about
170 km. The velocity contrast that causes the dip-
ping conversion is preliminarily interpreted as the
subducting slab. This creates two signals, a nega-
tive conversion attributed to the low‐velocity sub-
ducting crust followed by a positive conversion at
the high‐velocity slab mantle. Even when both
signals are broadened by filtering, the zero crossing
between them remains approximately stable.

[28] Because of the low‐pass filtering, the shallow
structure of the overriding plate is not well
resolved. Thus, the Moho and crustal structure are
merged together into a pronounced positive signal

Figure 3. Piercing points for the Talamanca transect
stations at 50 km depth (yellow).
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at 30–40 km depth. Moho multiples are seen at
around 100 km depth at the outer edges of the
profiles. The positive conversions dipping steeply
around 150–200 km depth in the southwest of the
profiles correspond to slab multiples (see forward
modeling studies below).

[29] The bootstrap test (Figure A2 in Appendix A)
confirms the major features identified in the imaged
profile, and deviations in the depth of converted
signals are smaller than the depth resolution.

Figure 4. Trench‐normal receiver function profile through the migration volume. (left) Map of receiver function
profile. The profile starts approximately at the trench and trends normal to the trench (about N30°E) for 200 km.
(right) Imaged receiver function profile. Receiver functions were low‐passed below 0.2 Hz before migration, and
the migrated section was then smoothed with a 20 km Gaussian filter for plotting. Red amplitudes denote positive
conversions, and blue amplitudes denote negative conversions. Depth and distance from the trench are both in km
(to scale). The topography is overlain in grey, with amplification factor 4, and the coastline is indicated by an arrow.

Figure 5. Trench‐normal receiver function profile through the migration volume. (left) Low‐frequency profile with
high‐frequency shallow structure and seismicity overlain. The deep profile corresponds to the one shown in Figure 4,
and the shallow profile was analyzed by Dzierma et al. [2010]. It was processed and migrated in the same way but
filtered with a 1 s low pass and a Gaussian of filter width 7 km. Seismicity recorded by the Quepos network [Dinc et al.,
2010] is overlain on the shallow structure. (right) Interpretation of the main features. The slab close to the trench is
assumed to dip at an angle of 18°. At depth, a dip angle of about 65° is observed. The interpretation of the shallow
features (the crustal interface C and the Moho) is similar to Dzierma et al. [2010].
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[30] To allow for the interpretation of the crustal
structure, the higher‐frequency recordings by
Dzierma et al. [2010] are overlain in Figure 5,
together with the seismicity recorded by the Que-
pos network (Figure 2) [Dinc et al., 2010] and an
annotated version with the proposed preliminary
interpretation. In the combined image, the position
of the subducting slab close to the trench is esti-
mated based on the recorded seismicity and the
known slab dip of about 18° down to about 30 km
depth [DeShon et al., 2003; Stavenhagen et al.,
1998]. Near the coastline, the seismicity meets a
positive dipping conversion which appears to bend
toward steeper dip, and which was tentatively
interpreted as a subducting slab signal by Dzierma
et al. [2010]. This interpretation agrees with the
position of the signal interpreted as a dipping slab
in the low‐frequency receiver functions. It has been
observed in many subduction zones that an initial
shallow slab dip of 15°–20° gives over to steeper
subduction angles at a similar depth (this is also
observed in central and north Costa Rica by Protti
et al. [1995]), so we believe this interpretation is
plausible.

[31] Given the fact that receiver function analyses
were originally developed for near‐horizontal
structures, we must make sure if the observed dip is
consistent with the signal in the individual traces.
Since the imaging method has some shortcomings
when applied to dipping structures, we will also
check by forward modeling whether a steeply
dipping slab would really be visible in the image
sections, and if the observed signal could be cre-
ated in the absence of a dipping slab, e.g., by an
underplating scenario.

5.2. Dipping Structure Effects in Individual
Traces

[32] The effects of the proposed steeply dipping
slab on the individual traces are complicated, in
particular since the azimuthal coverage is not
uniform. In addition to an expected sinusoidal
variation of conversion arrival times, additional
anisotropy effects may be present [Cassidy, 1992;
Savage, 1998; Schlindwein, 2001]. These effects
and the arrival of crustal multiples and slab con-
versions at similar times make a direct intuitive
interpretation difficult.

Figure 6. Radial receiver functions (individual traces) for stations (a and b) crt‐04 and (c and d) crt‐05. The traces were
filtered with a 2 s low pass and sorted by back azimuth (Figures 6b and 6d). The green linemarks theMoho arrival, which
is clear in the single traces and is also well reflected in the stacked section (shown at the top of Figures 6a and 6c).
The blue line marks the preceding crustal discontinuity. Although this arrival is somewhat disrupted in some back
azimuth ranges, it is still sufficiently coherent to stand out as a clear conversion and also appear in the stacked trace.
The red dots mark the expected delay times of a slab signal created by a 57.5° dipping slab at 56 km depth below
station crt‐04. For crt‐05, the expected slab signal times were calculated for a 60° dipping slab at 72 km depth. Some
scatter in the times is caused by different epicentral distances.
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[33] Close to the coast, the slab is very shallow and
the signal cannot easily be distinguished from the
crust of the upper plate. We therefore consider
stations with more than 100 km distance from the
trench, starting with crt‐04 (Figures 6a and 6b).
Assuming a slab depth of 56 km below crt‐04 and a
dip of 57.5°, the piercing points where the rays
would intersect the slab are calculated based on
backward ray tracing. The corresponding delay
times are plotted in the azimuthally sorted trace
gather (nmo corrected). In addition to coherent
arrivals from the Moho (at around 3.3 s) and from
the crustal discontinuity (about 1.4 s), the predicted
slab conversion times can be observed close to a
marked negative‐positive bimodal conversion. This
is the kind of signal expected for a subducting slab,
if a low‐velocity layer overlies a higher‐velocity
slab. While these conversions can hardly be rec-
ognized in the single traces without the synthetic
calculations to guide the eye, the feature is rather
clear when compared with the expectations.
Although there are also positive conversions at
different times (e.g., back azimuth 0–90° and 330–
360° at 6–7 s), these are not preceded by negative‐
polarity conversions and are therefore not identified
as a slab conversion. The positive signal at this
time is probably a multiple of the crustal structure.
In the same way, the Moho multiple around 11 s
delay time can also be distinguished from the slab
signal.

[34] Similarly, the slab conversion at station crt‐05
can be approximated with a dip angle of 60° and a
depth of 72 km (Figures 6c and 6d). If the slab is
indeed at 56 km depth below crt‐04 (at a distance
of about 105 km from the trench) and at 72 km
depth below crt‐05 (distance 115 km from the
trench), it would dip at an angle of about 58°,
in agreement with the dip estimated below the
stations.

[35] The simple forward calculation of expected
slab arrivals gives good results for most stations
with a large number of traces from different back
azimuths (crt‐04, crt‐05, crt‐06, crt‐07, crt‐08,
crt‐13, crt‐14, crt‐15, crt‐21, crt‐23, crt‐25, crt‐27),
which gives an impression that the proposed dip-
ping geometry is broadly consistent with the indi-
vidual traces. However, the occurrence of multiples
and the azimuthal effects make a reliable interpre-
tation of the individual traces difficult, and some
ambiguity in the results cannot be avoided at sev-
eral stations. For example, the signal observed at
crt‐07 could be fit equally well for any slab dip
between 60° and 80° (Figure A3 in Appendix A),
as long as the slab depth is about 88 km below the

station. This depth is retrieved stably because of the
strong conversion signal observed at early times
(for back azimuth around 180°), but in the downdip
direction it cannot be decided which conversion
represents the slab signal. For these traces, more
sophisticated models are required, which are pre-
sented below.

5.3. Forward Modeling

[36] The resolution of the upper mantle structure
along the Talamanca transect shows some limita-
tions caused basically by three factors: low signal
frequencies, limited profile length and image dis-
tortions possibly caused by the back projection
approach. For example, laterally heterogeneous
structures, such as edges and flexures, can create
scattered arrivals which can show similar travel
times or dips as arrivals from steeply dipping
interfaces [Morozov, 2004; Morozov and Zheng,
2006]. However, these and other structures can be
distinguished from each other up to a certain degree
if the seismogram sections are considered in
terms of amplitude and waveform, too. Therefore,
we defined a number of hypothetical subsurface
models and computed synthetic receiver function
images which can then be compared to the field
data in order to rule out inadequate models and to
get better insight into the structural resolution.
For the modeling we applied the 2‐D finite dif-
ference code FDMPI of Bohlen [2002] (details in
section A2).

[37] For all models, the slab starts at the trench with
a subduction angle of 18°, since this is well con-
strained [e.g., Stavenhagen et al., 1998]. From a
depth of about 35 km onward (under the coastline),
the continuation of the slab is unclear, so different
models explore the possible geometries of the slab
at depths >35 km. The tectonic scenarios coming
into consideration are the following: (1) a steeply
dipping slab, (2) slab break‐off at depth, and (3) slab
underplating or shallow angle underthrusting.

[38] Common to these models are the following
P and S wave velocities (vp, vs) and densities r:
(1) upper crust (overriding plate), vp = 5.8 km/s,
vs = 3.2 km/s, r = 2.0 kg/l; (2) lower crust (over-
riding plate), vp = 6.8 km/s, vs = 3.9 km/s, r =
2.6 kg/l; (3) mantle wedge, vp = 7.6 km/s, vs =
4.343 km/s, r = 3.4 kg/l; (4) subducting slab, vp =
8.0 km/s, vs = 4.57 km/s, r = 3.5 kg/l; (5) low‐
velocity layer on top of subducting slab (8 km
thick), vp = 6.5 km/s, vs = 3.757 km/s, r = 2.65 kg/l;
and (6) trench (prism‐shaped), vp = 3.0 km/s, vs =
1.714 km/s, r = 2.0 kg/l. The choice of the
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velocities was made to represent average upper and
lower crustal velocities similar to those determined
by Stavenhagen [1998]. We included a low‐velocity
crustal layer on top of the subducting slab, since the
single‐trace receiver functions point to a negative‐
positive conversion. We assume the presence of a
low‐velocity crustal layer on the slab is realistic,
since this has also been observed in many sub-
duction zones [e.g., Abers, 2005]; its inclusion or
omission from the model does not change the main
structure of the results, although it slightly
enhances the visibility of the dipping conversion.
The relatively low velocity in the mantle wedge
was chosen with serpentinization in mind, which
had been observed in northern Costa Rica
[Grevemeyer et al., 2007; Dinc, 2008; Ivandic
et al., 2008]. While for central and southern
Costa Rica, such a high serpentinization value
(about 15%) may be unrealistic, this does not
considerably influence the results as long as the
velocity contrasts at the discontinuities are ade-
quate. Receiver function amplitudes are sensitive
mainly to the change S velocity at an interface; the
assumed velocity contrast of 6% at the slab relative
to the mantle wedge corresponds to the generally
observed values for subduction zones worldwide
(compare, e.g., Helffrich [1995]). vp /vs is assumed
to be 1.75 in the whole model. The models con-
sidered here were designed to test simple scenarios
that might be expected for the subduction zone.

They were not optimized for the best fit to the
individual traces, where the thickness of the crust,
depth of the slab, velocities and vp /vs ratio should
be determined with accuracy. The aim of this
modeling study is rather to check different pro-
posed scenarios for subduction/underplating and
compare them with the observed receiver function
image.

[39] We would like to emphasize that the imaging
algorithm applied to the modeled traces is the same
as for the field data, the only difference is that the
incoming rays are all in the plane of the model.
Any misimaging introduced by ray tracing based
on a 1-D model is the same as would occur for the
field data, so that the results from the modeling
study are comparable to the observed data set.

[40] All the results are plotted with the same
amplitude scale for comparability. Although the
Moho and crustal interface and velocities are kept
the same for all models below, some variation in
Moho and inner crustal conversion amplitudes is
still observed. This is due to the fact that the ray
paths are influenced by the underlying structure,
which is different for all models. If the rays meet an
inclined surface, they are refracted and therefore
their angle of incidence on the horizontal Moho
and crustal structure changes. Since the conversion
amplitude is dependent on the angle of incidence,
the conversion amplitude of the Moho and crustal
interface, together with their multiples, is different
for the models. Where the rays strike the Moho at
near‐vertical incidence, the conversion amplitudes
will be very small and the horizontal structures near
invisible. In the extreme case, the continental Moho
may even produce a negative conversion if the
model geometry is such that the velocity structure
is inverted: when the slab low‐velocity zone
directly underlies the continental Moho, this will
produce a negative conversion rather than the usual
positive Moho conversion when the velocities
increase from the crust into the mantle wedge.

5.3.1. Scenario 1: 60° Dipping Slab

[41] We start with a simplified model based on the
observations. Here, the slab bends underneath the
coastal stations to steep subduction at an angle of
60° (below about 40 km).

[42] The dipping slab is evident in the resulting
model section (Figure 7). The slab is retrieved well,
with an angle close to the input dip angle and at
approximately the correct position. The crustal
interface and Moho conversions are imaged at the

Figure 7. Finite difference model results for a model
with a 60° dipping slab. The basic model geometry is
overlain as black lines. The reflection of the incoming
plane wave at the model boundaries creates a group of
later arriving waves coming from the side, which is
shaded in the results.
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correct depth. The multiples occur at depths of
about 60 km (crustal interface) and 100 km
(Moho), in good agreement with the observations.
In total, the interpreted structure from Figure 4
(crustal and Moho conversions, multiples, and
dipping slab signal close to the coast) is reproduced.
However, the slab dip angle appears slightly
shallower than in the input model (approximately
52° instead of 60°), and the slab is observed
somewhat farther from the trench than it is.
Therefore, the modeling is repeated for a steeper
input dip angle.

5.3.2. Scenario 2: 80° Dipping Slab

[43] If an input dip angle of 80° below 40 km depth
is modeled, the retrieved profile indeed shows a
steeply dipping slab signal with an apparent angle
of 60° in the image section (Figure 8a). The slab

conversion is clearly imaged, although the dip
angle is underestimated. The crustal and Moho
signal are clearly visible at the correct depth.

5.3.3. Scenario 3: Slab Break‐Off at Depth

[44] If the slab is torn off at depth, the dipping
signal is artificially prolonged by a scattering
hyperbola originating at the slab edge. To show this
effect, we calculated models with a slab break‐off
at 100 km (scenario 3a in Figure 8b) and 70 km
depth (scenario 3b in Figure 8c). The dipping sig-
nal persists even where the slab is no longer pres-
ent, although it fades out eventually at large
distances. The slab break‐off modeled in this sce-
nario is very sharp and with extremely abrupt slab
edges, which causes strong scattering signals that
may be unrealistic; but it shows that it is impossible
to determine exactly where the slab ends. However,
for an extremely shallow slab break‐off, the

Figure 8. Finite difference model results for various models with an 80° dipping slab, as discussed in the text.
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amplitudes would be expected to fade out, which is
not observed. Moreover, the crustal and Moho
signal in the break‐off scenario are significantly
weaker, in contrast to what is actually observed. A
similar effect is seen when break‐off occurs even
earlier, at 55 km depth (the transition between 60°
and 80° dip in our models). Again, it is clear that
some kind of dipping signal is created if slab
break‐off occurs at the right point (Figure 8d).
However, even though this model clearly has
unrealistically large scattering amplitudes because
the tip of the slab is so abruptly cut off, the fade‐
out of the scattering signal is even more pro-
nounced in this scenario, and the Moho and crustal
signal are not retrieved clearly. It is unlikely that
this very exaggerated geometry should occur in just
the right way and just the right place to produce the
observed signal. We therefore believe that a slab
break‐off shallower than at least 70 km is not

plausible, and that the Cocos Plate should subduct
to depths of the order of about 70–100 km or more.

[45] All our models include a bend or kink in the
slab at the transition from the shallow subduction at
about 18° toward steeper dip angles. To make sure
that the modeling results are not markedly influ-
enced by scattering produced at the slab bend, we
investigated models with continuously steep dips of
60° and 80° (Figure A6). In both models, the dip-
ping slab is imaged clearly and with angles similar
to those presented in the dipping slab scenarios 1
and 2 above (see section A3 for full discussion).

5.3.4. Scenario 4: Underplating Slab

[46] To test if a dipping slab needs to be present
at all, an underplating fast slab is modeled
(scenario 4a in Figure 9a). This is assumed to bend
abruptly at 35 km depth, underplating directly

Figure 9. Finite difference model results for various models with a shallow underthrusting slab, as discussed in the
text.
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below the overriding plate Moho. Apart from the
dipping conversions caused where the slab des-
cends under the overriding plate, the underplating
slab can hardly be discerned in the receiver func-
tions. This is expected for the ray geometry (close
to the vertical); it is evident that this scenario
cannot create the observed dipping signal.

[47] Assuming that an underplating slab were bro-
ken off close to the center of the seismometer
transect at about 150 km distance from the trench
(scenario 4b in Figure 9b), a scattering hyperbola is
created with the apex under the station where the
slab terminates. Still, this scattering signal could
not be confused with a dipping signal unless the
break‐off occurs right at the end of the dipping part
of the slab, similar to scenarios 3b and 3c in
Figures 8c and 8d.

[48] In an attempt to recreate the observed dipping
signal just by slab break‐off, the above model is
refined so that the slab break‐off occurs even more
shallow: in this model (scenario 4c), the slab sub-
ducts at an angle of 18° to a depth of about 40 km
(around 130 km distance from the trench) and then
breaks off abruptly (Figure 9c). The extreme
geometry of the slab edge causes a scattering
hyperbola that may be unrealistically strong. Even
so, the dipping signal created by scattering has
much smaller amplitude than what is observed in
the data. While the bending part of the scattering
hyperbola is still clearly visible, the near‐straight
dipping signal is extremely weak and would not
easily be confused with a dipping signal. Besides,
the scattering signal is placed much farther from
the trench than what is observed in the data. To
obtain a dipping signal at the observed position,
slab break‐off would need to occur at about 70 km
distance from the trench and at very shallow depths
of about 30–40 km; at this position, the slab is still
seen clearly in tomography images [Dinc et al.,
2010], so this scenario is not realistic.

5.3.5. Scenario 5: 30° Dipping Slab

[49] Finally, we check the proposed scenario that
the slab might underthrust at a shallow angle. For
this, we assume a subduction angle of 30° under-
neath 40 km depth (scenario 5 in Figure 9d). The
subduction angle in this model is exactly imaged,
which is in disagreement with the observations.

5.3.6. Summary of Modeling Results

[50] Based on the comparison of the input model
geometry with the observed dipping signal, we can

now offer a summary interpretation for the slab
geometry. All our models needed at least a steeply
dipping (∼80°) slab down to depths of 70–100 km
to create conversions similar to the observed signal.
The dipping slab is located somewhat closer to the
trench than in the preliminary interpretation offered
above (Figure 5), which agrees better with the
seismicity. Supposing that the velocity contrast that
is imaged in the receiver functions is the subduct-
ing plate Moho, this would explain why the seis-
micity is slightly above the slab conversion.

[51] We are aware that the deeper part of the dip-
ping slab signal may be caused by scattering after
slab break‐off; this cannot be decided based on the
present data set. However, it has not been possible
to simulate a dipping signal for a scenario of
shallow angle underthrusting or underplating. All
the models had to rely on at least a minimum length
of several tens of kilometers of steeply subducting
slab to create dipping conversions.

6. Discussion

6.1. Along‐Arc Variations

[52] To check whether along‐arc variations in the
geometry can be observed in the data, we image
four parallel profiles all trending normal to the
trench (Figure 10). In this case, only a stripe of
20 km width to either side is projected onto the
profiles.

[53] Except for some lateral variation in the shallow
structure (discussed by Dzierma et al. [2010]), the
deeper structure is similar in all the profiles. In
particular, a lateral change in slab dip angle is not
apparent. In comparison with the combined profile,
the slab signal in the narrow‐width profiles is not
as pronounced. At 120–130 km depth, the positive
conversion is thinned and in some profiles inter-
rupted, but reappears again about 10 km deeper.
This interruption occurs at a similar depth where
the crustal multiples would be observed; they are
again visible at the outer edges of the profiles.
Below the distortion, the slab signal can be fol-
lowed to depths of 160–170 km except in the
southern profile (4), where ray coverage is poor
and no clear signal can be seen below 150 km
depth.

[54] We believe that the thinning of the slab signal
at depth may be a combined effect of the multiples
and the observation geometry. Some weakening of
the slab signal is also evident in the forward
modeling scenarios. Since fewer traces are avail-
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Figure 10. Low‐frequency trench‐normal receiver function profiles through the migration volume. A strip of 20 km
width has been projected onto these profiles so that lateral variations in structure are resolved. The positions of the
profiles are shown on the map. All profiles start at the trench (km 0) and trend normal to the trench (about N30°E) for
200 km. The spacing between the profiles is 45 km.
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able when the profiles are restricted to narrower
stripes, phase changes and back azimuth effects can
play a greater role in disturbing the signal. The fact
that the slab signal is retrieved stably in the boot-
strap tests affirms its credibility. Apart from the gap
in the slab signal, all the main features of the total
profile (Figure 4) are retrieved in the thin profiles,
giving an independent confirmation of the stability
of the results. At the same time, this shows that no
significant lateral changes can be observed in the
deep structure over the width of the volume
investigated here (spanning about 150 km along‐
arc distance), given the resolution of the data set.

6.2. Comparison With Previous Studies

[55] We compare the proposed interpretation of the
steeply subducting slab with results from local
earthquake tomography by Dinc et al. [2010] and
from active seismic by Stavenhagen [1998]
(Figure 11). The slab position from tomography
was determined by Dinc [2008] by visually picking
the interpreted slab surface in the tomography
sections; we have here used the southernmost edge
of the slab surface for the comparison. The slab
from receiver functions is based on the comparison
of the forward modeling with the observations; it is
plotted as a solid line where it is confirmed by
observations and dotted following the input model.
The proposed slab we observe agrees well with the
position of the slab from local earthquake tomog-
raphy and with active seismic. At shallower depths
the tomography results compare well with the
active seismic results from Stavenhagen [1998],
perfectly matching the shallow dip close to the

trench, but then bending toward steeper subduction
below the depth range imaged by active seismic.
The tomography study clearly shows the transition
from shallow dip (18°) to steeper dip and hence
links the receiver function image with active seismic
studies. The receiver functions image the continu-
ation of the steeply dipping regime of the slab
down to far greater depths. Combining these three
methods, the complete picture emerges and the
subducting Cocos Plate is imaged from the trench
down to very steep dips, which occur at depths in
excess of about 70 km.

[56] Along the northern boundary of the study
region, the imaged slab is also consistent with the
seismicity observed by Protti et al. [1994, 1995]
and Quintero and Kissling [2001]. Further south,
their seismicity diminishes rapidly. In contrast, data
from a temporary network installed in the far south
of Costa Rica indicates a poorly defined but steeply
dipping (60°) seismic plane beneath Osa Peninsula
[Arroyo, 2001]. Our study does not extend so far
south; but it can estimate the geometry beneath the
northern edge of the Talamanca, which is already
influenced by the subduction of the transition
between the seamount segment and the Cocos
Ridge flank.

[57] The changes between the different profiles are
very slight. If we accept that the dipping structure
in the northern profiles corresponds to the sub-
ducting Cocos Plate in agreement with tomography
and seismicity, we see no reason to interpret it as
anything different in the south. Thus we believe it
is plausible to assume steep subduction is imaged

Figure 11. Schematic comparison of the slab seen in active seismic profile from Stavenhagen [1998] (black line)
with the tomography result by Dinc [2008] (green line) and with the receiver function–based interpretation (orange
line). The position of the slab from tomography was picked by Dinc to obtain a surface, the southern edge of which is
shown here (slightly smoothed).
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under the whole study region in south‐central
Costa Rica, with no marked change in subduction
angle toward the south.

[58] A hypothetical slab window formed by slab
break‐off or ridge subduction as proposed by
Johnston and Thorkelson [1997] and Abratis
[1998] would be under the northern edge of the
area imaged by receiver functions (Figure A7 in
section A4). The receiver functions cannot decide
whether or not such a slab window exists; what this
study shows is only that the slab window cannot
start before the slab has reached 70–100 km depth.

6.3. Implications for Cocos Ridge
Subduction

[59] Given the tectonic setting close to the edge of
the Cocos Plate, it is likely that steep northeast
trending subduction should cease close to the Costa
Rican–Panama border. Whether the subduction
zone approaching this boundary from the north will
shallow or just continue steeply to the close vicinity
of the slab edge has been debated. The receiver
functions show no shallowing along the northern
flank of the Cordillera de Talamanca yet, at a dis-
tance of 50–100 km from the landward projection
of the PFZ. The slab dip imaged along the onshore
projection of the seamount segment and Cocos
Ridge flank remains virtually the same in the study
area, with a steep dip of about 80° below 50 km
depth.

[60] Since the study region is only about 50 km to
the north of the Cocos Ridge crest, we believe it is
unlikely that the ridge crest should underplate or
underthrust at a very shallow angle below 50 km
depth. Since the incoming oceanic crust offshore
profile 4 is already thickened to about 12 km
[Sallarès et al., 2003; Stavenhagen, 1998; Walther,
2003], it is improbable that the plate should bend
so strongly or tear through the thick crust without
showing significant tectonic effects such as a
fracture zone in the brittle part of the lithosphere.

[61] The generally accepted model is that aseismic
ridges are buoyant features which resist subduction
[e.g., Vogt, 1973; Pilger, 1981; Nur and Ben‐
Avraham, 1983; Gutscher et al., 2000; Yañez et al.,
2001; Pardo et al., 2002] with only few exceptions
[e.g., Tassara et al., 2006; Guillier et al., 2001]. If
we observe steep subduction of the southern Cocos
Plate below 50 km, a possible explanation may be
that only a short length of the Cocos Ridge has
been subducted up to now (up to 100 km as pro-

posed by Stavenhagen [1998]). In this case, the
buoyancy would not yet be strong enough to
counteract the still active slab pull on the subducted
part of the slab. The most plausible scenario would
then be one of moderately shallow angle subduc-
tion along the subducted part of the Cocos Ridge,
giving over to steep subduction underneath.

[62] Based on analogue modeling, Espurt et al.
[2008] have argued that the subduction geometry
after the onset of plateau/ridge subduction remains
unchanged until about 360 km of the plateau have
been subducted, corresponding to about 7 Ma.
During plateau/ridge subduction, the overriding
plate shortens and uplifts above the termination of
the flat slab. After about 10 Ma, shallow under-
thrusting is established. These predictions have
been confirmed at several places (e.g., for the
Nazca Ridge and Juan Fernández Ridge see
Hampel [2002], Rosenbaum et al. [2005], Yañez
et al. [2001], and Ramos et al. [2002]), even
though realistic cases may also involve slab break‐
off [Conrad et al., 2004]. It is still unknown when
the Cocos Ridge arrived at the trench. The cessa-
tion of volcanism may indicate that the transition to
shallow underthrusting is well underway, but it
may not be completed yet. Possibly we are wit-
nessing the phase of shallowing of the upper part
and steepening of the lower part of the slab.

7. Conclusions

[63] We have presented a receiver function study
along a transect of broadband seismometers
through the northern Cordillera de Talamanca,
which images a positive dipping conversion inter-
preted as the subducting Cocos Plate. The imaged
slab agrees with previous results from local seis-
micity [Dinc et al., 2010; Protti et al., 1994, 1995;
Quintero and Kissling, 2001], local earthquake
tomography studies [Dinc et al., 2010] and active
seismic images [Stavenhagen, 1998], while extend-
ing the slab location to greater depths and steeper
dip angle (up to 80°). The slab extends to at least
70–100 km depth. In this case, the emplacement of
adakites in the Cordillera de Talamanca may not be
linked with shallow underthrusting, but rather
involve either the presence of a slab window
[Abratis and Wörner, 2001] or the proposed mixing
scenario by Goss and Kay [2006].

[64] Southward along the trench, no marked change
is observed in the receiver functions. This suggests
that the steeply dipping slab continues under the
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northern flank of the Cordillera de Talamanca,
opposite to the collision of thickened crust (>12 km)
in the transition region between the seamount
segment and Cocos Ridge. Although the study
region does not extend far enough south to observe
the deep geometry of the Cocos Ridge crest, the
receiver functions suggest that steep subduction
below 50 km is presently ongoing beneath the
northern flank of the Cordillera de Talamanca, and
might continue further south until the PFZ. A slight
shallowing of the dip angle in agreement with slab
stiffness is possible and may explain the observed
arc‐parallel mantle flow [Hoernle et al., 2008; Abt
et al., 2009].

[65] We do not doubt that the shallow part of the
slab is subducting at a shallow angle as a direct
consequence of Cocos Ridge collision with the
trench (compare, e.g., Vannucchi et al. [2006]).
However, the deep structure below about 50 km
does not show a shallow angle underthrusting slab.
Here, the subduction appears to continue at a steep
angle similar to northern and central Costa Rica
[Dinc et al., 2010; MacKenzie et al., 2010]. This
may indicate that only a short length of the Cocos
Ridge has entered the subduction zone so far,
which may cause the observed shallow under-
thrusting of the uppermost 30 km or so of the
subduction zone geometry. As the establishment of
shallow underthrusting is expected to take several
million years after the onset of ridge collision
[Espurt et al., 2008], we may at present be
witnessing a transitional phase in the develop-
ment from steep subduction toward shallow angle
underthrusting.

Appendix A

A1. Event Distribution and Quality Checks

[66] Figure A1 shows the azimuthal distribution of
the analyzed receiver functions. Most events for
which p phases were analyzed occurred in the
southeast (Chilean subduction zone). Inclusion of
pp phases could reduce the azimuthal gap, pro-
viding many events in the north (Alaska‐Aleutian
region) and west (east Pacific). There is a scarcity
of events from the east, but other directions are well
covered.

[67] To check the stability of the results, a bootstrap
test was performed by analyzing the data subsets of
even‐ versus odd‐numbered events (Figure A2).
The main features of the imaged profile are stably
retrieved in both profiles.

[68] The azimuthal pattern of the receiver functions
is consistent with dipping structure, the depth of
which can be well constrained. The dip angle can
be less clearly determined from the individual traces;
for example, for station crt‐07, dips between 60°
and 80° can fit the observation well (Figure A3).

A2. FD Modeling

[69] The modeling is performed for a set of 81
receivers spaced equidistantly over a profile length
of 200 km distance normal to the trench. For the
applied program, it is impossible to consider rays
coming from outside the model plane (trending
normal to the trench at about N30°E). To realisti-
cally represent the distribution of incoming ray
angles, we calculate the apparent angle of incidence
of each observed ray after projection of the ray
back azimuth and angle of incidence onto the
model plane. Below the Moho, the incoming rays
have theoretical angles of incidence in the range of
about 10–30°. By projecting the ray paths onto the
surface used for modeling, the apparent angle of
incidence in the plane is reduced (Figure A4). In
total, 44% of the rays come from the SW (the
trenchward side of the model plane) at angles dis-
tributed around about 10°. Of those rays incoming
from the NE (from the Caribbean direction), most
have an angle of incidence around either 10° or
16–18° (17% have angles of incidence below 10°).

[70] As the different angles of incidence may result
in different imaging effects, we consider the three
most frequent angles of incidence in our modeling
study (10°, 16° and −10°) and calculate a weighted
average of the individual results. For each model
run, the receiver functions are calculated and then
back traced in the same way as was done for the
field data set, projecting the conversion amplitude
back along the ray path. As for the field data, the
ray path is traced based on a 1‐D velocity model,
but propagating in the 2‐D model surface. This
creates a surface of conversion amplitudes which
trends normal to the trench. The three surfaces for
the different incidence angles are combined
(weighted average). The resulting composite sur-
face is then smoothed and plotted in the same way
as the profile in Figure 4.

[71] The validity of combining the results for dif-
ferent angles of incidence is checked by comparing
the modeling results for the different angles sepa-
rately (Figure A5 shows an example for our pre-
ferred scenario; the results are comparable for all
models). While some differences exist depending
on the angle of incidence, the overall image is not
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changed markedly. In particular, the composite
picture from summing the weighted contributions
of the three scenarios again reproduces the input
model sufficiently well. Slight displacements in the
imaged slab position do occur, but are not domi-
nant in the composite picture. For the models
shown in the following, we only display the com-
bined results, in all cases we have checked that the
individual model outcomes give congruent results.

A3. FD Modeling With a Continuous
Dipping Slab

[72] To test whether the bending or kink in the slab
as it steepens has a disruptive influence on the
modeling results, Figure A6 tests two different
model scenarios. First, two models are calculated
for a straight‐dipping slab which has a constant
angle from the surface to depth (60° and 80°). In

Figure A2. Bootstrap test for migrated receiver function profile. (left) Migration using even‐numbered traces only
and (right) migration using odd‐numbered traces.

Figure A1. (left) Events used in the receiver function analysis. P phases are displayed in red, PP phases are in green,
and PKP phases are in blue. For comparison, the global seismicity over a 30 year period is also plotted. (right)
Azimuthal distribution of receiver function traces, plotted as a polar histogram.
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the case of the 80° dipping slab, our first tests
showed that the contact of the slab with the Moho
and crustal interface, which occurs almost directly
above the dipping slab, creates a strong disruption.
This is unrealistic, since we know the slab does not
have such an extreme dip angle at these shallow
depths. We therefore circumvented this problem by
replacing the Moho and crustal interface by a
velocity gradient. Thereby, the two closely spaced
discontinuities are no longer present, while the
average velocity is still similar to all the other
models. The dipping slab is imaged clearly in both
scenarios. The 60°‐dipping slab produces a dipping
signal of over 50°; the 80°‐dipping slab creates a
dipping signal of somewhat more than 60°, in
agreement with the other models presented in the
main text.

A4. Position of Proposed Slab Window
and Receiver Function Profiles

[73] Figure A7 shows the position of the proposed
slab window taken from Abratis [1998] for com-

Figure A4. Distribution of angle of incidence of the
analyzed receiver functions below Moho depth, after
projection onto the trench‐normal modeling surface (in
percent).

Figure A3. (a and c) Radial receiver functions (individual traces) for station crt‐07, filtered with a 2 s low pass and
sorted by (b) back azimuth. Representation is similar to Figure 6. The expected slab signal times were calculated for a
60° dipping slab 88 km below the station (Figure A3a) and for a 70° dipping slab at the same depth (Figure A3c). For
an 80° dipping slab the signal can also be calculated to match the observations, but the downdip slab arrivals would be
later than 20 s and therefore outside the range of this plot.
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Figure A6. Finite difference model results for different scenarios to test for the effect of the “kink” in the slab
between 60° and 80° dip. Details are given in the text.

Figure A5. (a–c) Finite difference model results for slab with low‐velocity crust, modeled for different angles of
incidence of the incoming plane wave. (d) The combined image from a weighted sum of the different contributions.
The basic model geometry is overlain as black lines. The reflection of the incoming plane wave at the model bound-
aries creates a group of later arriving waves coming from the side, which is shaded in the results.
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parison with the receiver function study area. The
hypothetical slab window in the ridge subduction
scenario (Figure A7a) would occur to the south of
our study area and would therefore not be visible in
the receiver function profiles. For a slab window
originating from slab break‐off, the window would
occur further to the west, under the Caribbean coast
of Costa Rica. In this case, it would be placed
under the northeastern edge of the receiver function
profiles, at distances of 150–170 km from the
trench.
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